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This is the process for 
working with Kevin 
Burns – Safety Speaker

As a consultant, Kevin Burns takes a unique approach to

how he handles even his speaking presentations. He uses a 

collaborative approach in which you are involved every step

of the way. Listed below are the eleven steps you can expect to

be taken through when you choose to partner with Kevin Burns 

to address your group. We ask you to read it all. You might

be surprised at what you find – especially Kevin’s level

of professionalism and his respect for you and your group.
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Placing a “Hold”
Using our “Contact” page, place a “hold” on a date or a series
of dates for your upcoming event. Don’t be alarmed by “holding” 
the date. You are not firmly committing to the date. You are 
simply reserving an interest in it which means that if someone 
else were to express interest in the same date, since you already 
have a “hold” on that date, you would have first right of refusal. 

A “hold” on a date simply ensures that the date is still available 
until you have had the chance to schedule a meeting and meet 
with your committee. And it is yours for approximately 2 weeks 
(14 days) which should be enough time to either firm up your 
commitment or decide not to proceed.
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Initial Phone
Conversation
Once the “hold” is placed, we (most likely Kevin himself)
will contact you by the contact information you have provided – 
usually within a 24 hour period. This is to have a brief conversa-
tion with you about your upcoming event and why you are 
considering Kevin for your event. This is to also ensure that
you don't commit to a contract later only to find out Kevin
was not the right choice. 

There is no hard-sell during this call. There will be no pressure 
placed upon you. Kevin will simply ask what information you 
require to make a decision (or bring to committee as is usually
the case). He will ask you for a thumbnail sketch of your attend-
ees, the purpose of the meeting, what you hope to accomplish 
and how you would like to best utilize an outside speaker.
He will do his best to work with your budget and offer you 
options based on your specific event. 

You may also learn that Kevin may not be the right choice
for your organization in which case Kevin will do his best to
put you in touch with someone who might be better-suited
to address your issues. But there is no doubt that you will have
ALL of the information you require to take to your committee
to make a decision once this call is done. You will also learn,
in short order, how easy it is to deal with Kevin and the level
of professionalism you can come to expect from him.
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Contract And Deposit 
Once you agree that Kevin is the perfect choice for your
event, you call us (or send an email) indicating your preferred 
dates, times, etc.
 
You bring forward any questions from your committee and any 
special requests you may have. Once we have this conversation, 
we will generate our standard event contract: two concise pages 
of contract, one page of Confidentiality Agreement (whatever 
Kevin learns about your organization during the normal course 
of research, he will keep confidential) and two pages of Expecta-
tions (timing, who does what, what you can expect and what we 
expect – all in plain speak). It is straightforward and above board. 

It is not an intimidating document but protects both sides in
case something happens that the event gets moved, postponed
or canceled. Also attached to this document is an invoice for a 
down-payment of fifty percent of the agreed-upon fee plus 
applicable taxes.

Normally, travel expenses are included in the fee (unless extraor-
dinary circumstances exist for long travel times or high-priced 
remote flights). Flights from one North American major city to 
another, rental cars and/or taxis are normally already included
in Kevin's fee as part of his all-inclusive travel costs. All we ask
is that you provide one night’s (sometimes two depending on 
presentation times) accommodation for Kevin the night before
his presentation. That is also spelled out in the contract and you 
will be aware of this during Kevin’s first call to you. 

There are NO per diems, no room-service or mini-bar charges 
coming back to you. In normal circumstances, outside of Kevin’s 
fee, the only cost to you is the accommodation for a night.
That’s it. Simple huh? (For venues outside North America, 
additional fees will apply).
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A/V Requirements
Once we receive your signed copy of the contract and the
deposit cheque, the contract is in force. This is when we issue 
Kevin’s A/V requirements which are usually simply a lapel 
microphone (lavaliere) and (occasionally) a connection to a 
projector and screen. We ask for certain items when setting
the stage to maximize learning (position of lectern, screen
and maybe lighting depending on size of audience). 

But nothing is outrageous and we have no “celebrity”
riders asking you for three pounds of M&M’s with all of
the red ones removed. Kevin is not a celebrity. He is there
to solve a problem - not to create a few more. He just needs
to ensure that he is seen, heard and can walk freely on the
stage without obstacles in the way. 

We will also provide you with perhaps a few ideas you may
have never thought of to set your meeting room to maximize
the uptake of message. Yes, how you set the room, the stage
and the seating all makes a difference when it comes to
helping your people learn and retain more information.
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Logistics Questionnaire
Once the A/V requirements are in your hands, we generate
two questionnaires: Logistics and Discovery.

The first is the Logistics questionnaire. In it we ask for
information like, which meeting room you will be holding
your event in, who to contact when we arrive on-site, who
the A/V company is (if any), number of attendees, the kind
of room set-up, hotel accommodation confirmation number,
etc. You know, logistics.

This helps Kevin plan when it is best to arrive, to see the
room, offer any suggestions to maximize learning, etc. That’s
the Logistics questionnaire which is supplied via an on-line
link and can be filled out using your smart-phone if you wanted 
to. It only takes one person to supply this information.
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Discovery Questionnaire
The second questionnaire, however, is much more detailed.
It is the Discovery questionnaire. This is where we discover your 
background information, a profile of attendees (job functions, 
etc), some of your challenges over the past year, some of your 
successes, any new initiatives you might be rolling out, etc.
 
This is a fairly detailed questionnaire and it too is an on-line 
questionnaire that can be filled out using a smart-phone. The 
difference here is that we prefer that you also send the link to
this questionnaire to others within the organization and have 
them fill out the information. It is all anonymous and so
we ask for total honesty. 

We also prefer that each member of a committee fill out their
own questionnaire instead of meeting to “sanitize” the answers
to the questions. We both know that answers by committee are 
usually negotiated and whitewashed – the very nature of 
committees. We prefer raw data. Don’t worry, we share all of the 
information with you before the presentation. In fact, we’ve had
a few clients who, once they had seen the data, asked us to make 
changes to the presentation to address some of these issues – 
things they didn’t think were issues until they saw the data from 
the questionnaires. And we were happy to do so – successfully. 

You see, you’re not buying a speech. You’re buying a solution. 
That solution is very specific to your group and therefore, Kevin’s 
presentation is tailored specifically for your group to address 
your issues, your challenges and to offer you real solutions.
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Follow-up Phone Meeting
Once we receive the completed questionnaires, we send you
the raw data and then we set up a meeting (usually on the 
telephone), with Kevin, with you and with any other members
of your committee who would like to be involved.
 
This is where we begin to put the finishing touches on Kevin’s 
presentation. The phone meeting can last anywhere from 30-60 
minutes depending on how much there is to discuss. But by the 
time the phone meeting is done, you will be very clear on what 
Kevin will accomplish during his session.
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Introduction And Final
Invoice
Two weeks before the event, we send Kevin’s prepared introduc-
tion. Don’t worry, it’s simple and only runs about five sentences. 
But it works very well at setting your people up to listen and 
engage during Kevin’s session. Therefore, we ask that whomever 
will be tasked with introducing Kevin, PLEASE read it over a few 
times and stick to the script. Ad-libbing tends to get off-topic. 
That's why we prepare a script in advance.
 
We will also issue the final invoice to you at this time to ensure 
that the final payment is ready for Kevin when he completes
his presentation.
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Day Before Event
The night before the meeting, Kevin will arrive (if this is what 
was negotiated) and will usually send a text message or an email 
to inform you that he has arrived.
 
Look, we’re professionals and have been doing this a long time. 
We know that there is nothing worse for a meeting planner than 
to be up all night worrying about whether the keynote speaker
is going to show up. We take that worry away. We think of it as 
simple courtesy – something we'd like done for us if the shoe 
were on the other foot. And really, how hard is it to send a text 
message saying, “I’m here. See you in the morning.”
 
But you’d be surprised at how many so-called professional 
speakers don’t bother – but will send a bill for raiding the
mini-bar. We just shake our heads.
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Day Of the Event
The day of the event, Kevin will arrive several hours early
(if he didn’t get the chance to address room set-up the night 
before) to ensure the microphones work, lighting is good, the 
stage is barrier-free with good sight-lines. In fact, there may
be a few sessions that Kevin would like to attend to get a good 
flavour of the event. His arrival time will usually be negotiated 
well in advance. Kevin will stick to his schedule. 

Oh, and one thing about social events and/or lunches. Kevin
will not be attending any social activities (especially any involv-
ing alcohol) or sitting down to join you for lunch. There is some-
thing very important that we have learned after fifteen years of 
doing this: the messenger can get in the way of his own message. 
We don't want that to happen. You are paying for a solution – not 
a lunch partner. This is our work. Lunch is a social event – not a 
learning event.
 
Kevin will not attend lunches either before or after his
presentation. We thank you for the invitations but we will 
respectfully decline. We know that when we decline social 
invitations, the learning and retention of the ideas presented
are actually higher than if Kevin makes an appearance during 
social events. Therefore, to maximize your investment in us,
we will steer clear of the social activities.
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After Kevin’s Presentation
Immediately following his presentation, we expect his final 
payment to be handed to Kevin or Kevin’s assistant.
 
Kevin will also be asking you to answer one question and
we believe that it is an important question. As much as it is
nice to receive applause, you don't hire us to get us applause.
You hired Kevin to get you a result or to speak to an issue within 
your organization – to solve a problem. Kevin will ask you this 
question: did we hit the mark? The answer to that question is
the only thing that matters to us.
 
We need to know that we achieved what we said we were
going to achieve. We already know that you will answer
a gushing, “yes.” That’s why you hired Kevin.
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Wrapping Up
We hope that this little guide helped to answer any
questions you may have about the process of working with 
Kevin. Of course, if you think we missed something, then by
all means, bring it forward. This is not a Law Book of how you 
must deal with Kevin. This is a suggestion guide to outline
some of the things Kevin will be doing with you. But this
is a partnership right?

We really do look forward to working with you.
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Suite 150, 14-312 5th Ave W
Cochrane, AB Canada T4C 2E3

Direct Line 403-770-2928
kevin@kevburns.com


